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Dedication

This book is dedicated to my family because they take care of me & love me very much.

Love,

C.S.
Loud Lion
Magic Monkey
Howling Horse
Dirty Dog
Cute Cat
Christie
There was once a girl named Christie who just learned how to drive & she wanted to drive her new shiny red car. So she got into her new red car & started to drive away. When she was driving, she came to a red light, so she stepped on the break, but the car wouldn't stop!
She couldn't stop the car even though she tried her best. But then she called her friend the Loud Lion to help. The Loud Lion jumped behind the car & started to pull, but the car wouldn't move even though they tried their best.
So Christie & the Loud Lion called their friend the Magic Monkey. The Magic Monkey jumped behind the car & started to pull but the car wouldn't stop even though they tried their best.
So Christie, Loud Lion & Magic Monkey called their friend the Dirty Dog. The Dirty Dog jumped behind the car & started to pull but the car wouldn't stop even though they tried their best.
So Christie, Loud Lion, Magic Monkey & Dirty Dog called their friend the Cute Cat. The Cute Cat jumped behind the car & started to pull but the car wouldn't stop even though they tried their best.
So Christie, Loud Lion, Magic Monkey, Dirty Dog & Cute Cat called their friend the Howling Horse. The Howling Horse jumped behind the car & started to pull & suddenly the car finally stopped, & everybody was happy. The End!
Caedy is a young girl who loves to shop. She lives in Canada with her parents, brother & sister & dog.